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INTRODUCTION

Optical Fibre Communication Practical Workbook covers those practical that are very knowledgeable and quite beneficial in grasping the core objective of the subject. These practical solidify the theoretical and practical concepts that are very essential for the engineering students.

This work book comprise of practical covering the topics of Optical fibre Communication that are arranged on modern trainer boards. Above all this workbook contains a relevant theory about the Lab session.
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LAB SESSION 01

OBJECT:-
To study the basic structure and types of the optical fiber

EQUIPMENT:-
- Light Source
- Cable #3
- Cable #4
- Cable #5

THEORY:-

An optical fiber (or fibre) is a glass or plastic solid rode that carries light along its length with the help of the total internal reflection.
It consists of core and cladding. The refractive index of the core is greater than the cladding. They can be either single mode or multi-mode fibers.

Multi-mode Fiber:
Fiber with large core diameter (greater than 10 micrometers) may be analyzed by geometric optics. Such fiber is called multi-mode fiber, from the electromagnetic analysis. In a step-index multi-mode fiber, rays of light are guided along the fiber core by total internal reflection. Rays that meet the core-cladding boundary at a high angle (measured relative to a line normal to the boundary), greater than the critical angle for this boundary, are completely reflected. The critical angle (minimum angle for total internal reflection) is determined by the difference in index of refraction between the core and cladding materials. Rays that meet the boundary at a low angle are refracted from the core into the cladding, and do not convey light and hence information along the fiber. The critical angle determines the acceptance angle of the fiber, often reported as a numerical aperture. A high numerical aperture allows light to propagate down the fiber in rays both close to the axis and at various angles, allowing efficient coupling of light into the fiber. However, this high numerical aperture increases the amount of dispersion as rays at different angles have different path lengths and therefore take different times to traverse the fiber. A low numerical aperture may therefore be desirable.

In graded-index fiber, the index of refraction in the core decreases continuously between the axis and the cladding. This causes light rays to bend smoothly as they approach the cladding, rather
than reflecting abruptly from the core-cladding boundary. The resulting curved paths reduce multi-path dispersion because high angle rays pass more through the lower-index periphery of the core, rather than the high-index center. The index profile is chosen to minimize the difference in axial propagation speeds of the various rays in the fiber. This ideal index profile is very close to a parabolic relationship between the index and the distance from the axis.

Single mode Fiber:
The most common type of single-mode fiber has a core diameter of 8–10 micrometers and is designed for use in the near infrared. The mode structure depends on the wavelength of the light used, so that this fiber actually supports a small number of additional modes at visible wavelengths. Multi-mode fiber, by comparison, is manufactured with core diameters as small as 50 micrometers and as large as hundreds of micrometres. The normalized frequency $V$ for this fiber should be less than the first zero of the Bessel function $J_0$ (approximately 2.405). Single mode fiber has the least dispersion and hence are used for longer distances.

**PROCEDURE AND OBSERVATION:**
Connect the given optical fiber with the light source and observe the light patterns and the diameter of the fiber.

Cable #3 is ……………………………………………
Cable #4 is ……………………………………………
Cable #5 is ……………………………………………

**Result**

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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OBJECT:-

To measure the numerical aperture (NA) of the different cables provided

EQUIPMENT:-

- Provided optical cables
- Laser emitter
- Measurement bench

THEORY:-

Numerical Aperture is defined as the light gathering capability of the fiber

Mathematically given by:

\[ NA = \sin \theta_A \]

\[ \sin \theta_A = \frac{D}{2L} \]

Where:

- \( L \) is the distance between the cable end and the measurement bench \( L = 20\text{mm} \)
- \( D \) is the diameter of the acceptance cone

PROCEDURE:-

- Insert one end of the cable into the laser source (660nm) and other end into the measuring bench.
- Activate the laser source
- Evaluate the diameter of the lightened area
- As we move from cable 3 to cable 5 the brightness of the light point decreases as it is the function of the core diameter and the light become focused at single point
OBSERVATION:-
(Diameter of each circle is 2 mm)

Cable 3 (200/230) µm (step index multimode)
  D= .............
  NA=...........

Cable 4 (62.5/125) µm (graded index multi mode)
  D= .............
  NA=...........

Cable 5 (09/125) µm (step index single mode)
  D= .............
  NA=...........

RESULT:-

It has been observed that as the diameter of the core decreases the NA also decreases as the light gathering capability is the function of core diameter.
LAB SESSION 03

OBJECT:-

To measure the optical power emitted by the LED.

EQUIPMENT:-

• power supply psu or ps1
• Testing module MCM-40
• multimeter
• optical power meter

THEORY:-

The commonest optical sources are light-emitting diodes (LED) and laser diodes (LD). Both these diodes can be used to generate radiations at different wavelengths, corresponding to the windows where fibers show the minimum attenuation.

The LED is a particular diode which emits light through process of recombination of the electron-hole pairs due to a forward bias of the junction. The optical power emitted is a function of the forward driving current. At present the LEDs in the 1st windows are made of gallium arsenide or of the ternary compound with aluminum (ALGaAs/GaAs), the LEDs in the 2nd and 3rd windows are made of indium gallium-arsenide-phosphide (InGaAsP/InP).

The most significant parameters of LED are:

- Output wave length
- Output spectral width
- Output optical power: it ranges in some tens of µW, and depends on the forward driving current.
- Frequency response.

PROCEDURE:-

Optical power emitted by LEDs

• Power the module
• Disconnect the jumper j11-j13 and connect the jumper j12b, so that the circuit can be arranged as shown in fig 1. this configuration includes the LED at 660nm, forward polarized through the bias trimmer (p4)
• Measure the voltage $v_{10}$ across the resistor of 10Ω connected in the series of LED (between TP15 and ground). the forward current $i_f$ crossing the LED is expressed by the following formula:

$$I_F = \frac{v_{10}}{10} \ [v_{10} \ in \ mv, \ I_f \ in \ ma]$$
• observe the intensity of the light emitted by the LED
• Power increase as current increase.

Characteristic Curves of LEDs

• Disconnect the jumper j11-j12 and connect the jumper j13b, so that circuit can be arranged as shown in figure 2. this configuration includes the LED at 820nm, forward polarized through the bias trimmer (p4)
• Measure the voltage $V_f$ across the LED (between TP14 and TP15) and the voltage $V_{10}$ across the resistor of $10\Omega$ connected in the series of LED (between TP15 and ground). The forward current $i_f$ crossing the LED is expressed by the following formula:

$$I_f = \frac{v_{10}}{10} \text{ [v_{10} in mv, I_f in ma]}$$

• Connect the LED to optical power meter through cable3(200/230)
• Vary the BIAS trimmer P4 and measure $V_f$, $V_{10}$, $I_F$ and optical power $P_{out}$
• Plot the curve for the optical power of LED versus $I_F$ and of $I_F$ versus $V_F$
• Change cable 3 with cable 4(50/125) and then with cable 5 (10/125) and observe the reading.

**OBSERVATION:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No</th>
<th>$V_f$ mV</th>
<th>$V_{10}$ mV</th>
<th>$I_F = \frac{v_{10}}{10}$ mA</th>
<th>$P_{out}$ dBm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULT:-**

• Characteristic curves of LED source is observed.
• By changing the fiber optic cables it was observed that the optical power decreases as the Numerical Aperture of the cable decreases.

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
![Figure 2](image2.png)
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OBJECT:--

To observe the attenuation & coupling loss in optical fiber.

EQUIPMENT:--

- power supply psu or ps1
- Testing module MCM-40
- Multimeter

THEORY:--

When the light crosses an absorbing medium, as in the case of optical fiber, the luminous energy decrease as distance increases. The loss in a fiber length (attenuation) is expressed by the ratio between the power entering one end of the fiber ($P_{IN}$) and power coming out from the opposite end ($P_{out}$). Attenuation is normally measured in decibel:

$$\text{Att (dB)} = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_{out}}{P_{in}} \right)$$

It can ranges fro some db/m for plastic fiber ,to fraction of db/km for glass fibers.

The attenuation of the light signal due to the fibers depends on the wave length and on the material which the fiber has been constructed with . In glass fiber the main causes of attenuation are the absorption losses and the scattering losses. Combining these losses lead to plotting the intrinsic attenuation curve like that shown in the fig 1 whereas the fig2 shown the attenuation curve of a plastic fiber. Following losses leads to attenuation

**Absorption loss:** When the light photons have a certain value of energy, the atoms of glass of the core ($\text{SiO}_2$) absorb a part of this energy. This phenomenon depends on wavelength and there are two different absorption zones, occurring in the infrared spectrum and in the ultra violet spectrum. Furthermore, during the chemical process of glass manufacturing, various metallic impurities are trapped in the core, among these impurities there are also some ions OH- which provoke absorption peaks at discrete value of wavelength.

**Scattering loss:** They are due to the granular structure (at microscopic level) of the material which the fiber is constructed with. This structure includes some scattering centers which are material point that scatter the radiation in all directions, even backwards this phenomenon is called *Rayleigh scattering* or material scattering.

**Other losses:** In an optical fiber link, other can be due to too narrow loops in the path of the optical cable (Bending losses), or to junction of more lengths of fiber. Of course they are not intrinsic losses of the fiber, but they depend on cable laying.
PROCEDURE:-

Attenuation of the fiber with increase in length

- power the module
- Disconnect the jumper j13 and connect j7c-j9b-j10b-j11-j12b, so that the circuit can be arranged as it is shown in fig 1. This configuration includes the LED and the photodiode at 660 nm; moreover an alternating data signal (0/1) is applied to the input of the digital driver
- connect the LED to the photodiode through the cable # 1,ST-St adapter and cable 6
- set the bias trimmer (p4) to its intermediate position. connect j15b and observe the waveform in TP24 (voltage detected by the assembly “photodiode +Tran impedance amplifier”) on the oscilloscope
- Record the amplitude $v_{out1}$ of the square wave detected.
- Replace the cable # 1 (plastic fiber of 1.5m) with the cable # 2 (plastic fiber of 5 m) and measure the new amplitude $v_{out2}$ of the received signal, in TP24.
- Calculate $v_{out2}/v_{out1}=\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots$

Coupling and bending Losses

- keep the same condition of the previous test (LED and photodiode at 660 nm connected through the cable # 2)
- observe the waveform in TP24, on the oscilloscope
- looser the fiber connector inserted in the ST-ST adapter and gradually move it away from the same adapter (and hence from the second ST connector inserted in the adapter).
- note that the amplitude of the receive signal decrease as the connection is loosen, it also depends on the angle at which the connector of the source and of the detector are connected.
- Bend the fiber and observe the waveform it will be observed that for sharp bends the wave form is more attenuated as the bending losses increases.

Attenuation of the fiber as a function of wavelength

- remove the jumper j12b and connect the j13b, in order to use the LED and the photodiode at 820nm
- connect the LED 1 to the photodiode PD1 through the cable #1 (plastic fiber of 1.5m)
- connect j15a and observe the waveform in TP23
- record the amplitude $v_{out3}$ of the square wave detected
- replace the cable #1 (plastic fiber of 1.5 m) with the cable #2 (plastic fiber of 5 m) and measure the new amplitude $v_{out4}$ of the signal received, in TP23
- Calculate $v_{out4}/v_{out3}=\ldots\ldots\ldots$

RESULT:-

- It has been observed that the attenuation increases as the cable length increases
- The plastic fiber cable offer greater attenuation at 820nm then on 660nm.
Figure 1
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OBJECT:-

Describe the operational characteristics and parameters of Photodiode used as photo detector in fiber optic system.

EQUIPMENT:-

- power supply psu or ps1
- Testing module MCM-40
- Oscilloscope.

THEORY:-

Photo detector can transform an optical incident signal into an electric signal. The main requirements of a photo detector are:

- High sensitivity that is capacity of absorbing the maximum quantity of incident radiation.
- High response rate, in order to detect very narrow light pulses
- Limited dimensions, low cost, reliability.

The commonest photo detectors used in fiber optic system are the PN and PIN photodiode and avalanche photodiodes (APD).

The operating principle of photo diodes is based on a particular property of semiconductor: that is, a photon absorbed by the semiconductor generates an electron-hole pair, Applying a reverse bias to a PN junction generates a reverse current proportional to the incident light radiation. The performance of a photodiode can be improved if a slightly doped layer, called I (intrinsic), is sandwiched between P and N layers. These diodes are called PIN photodiodes after detector the signal are amplified by

- high impedance amplifier or
- trans-impedance pre-amplifier

In the first case, the current (proportional to the light signal) generated by the photo detector crosses a resistor across which a voltage signal is developed, then this signal is amplified and in the trans-impedance pre-amplifier, the current is directly transformed into voltage, by effect of the feedback due to the resistance.

Hence \( v_{out} = I_T \cdot R \)

As regards sensitivity and noise, high impedance pre-amplifier offer better performance, whereas trans-impedance show a broader pass band.

PROCEDURE:-

- Power the module
- Disconnect the jumpers j11-j12 and connect the jumper j13b, so to produce the circuit of fig 1. The configuration includes the LED at 820 nm, forward biased with the BIAS trimmer (P4). Turn p4 completely to the right (maximum bias voltage)
• Connect the LED 1 and the photodiode PD! (820 nm) through the cable #3 (fiber 200/230)
• Connect a voltmeter (or the DC oscilloscope) to TP23, where the voltage supplied by the detector is measured. Consider that the measured voltage is proportional to the current generated by the photodiode.
• now shift the fiber from the LED 1 (820 nm) to the LED 2 (660 nm) remove the jumper j13b and connect the jumper j12b
• measure the new voltage at the output voltage of the detector (TP23)
• Disconnect the jumper J11-J13 and connect the jumper J12b, so that the circuit can be arranged as shown in fig 2
• connect the LED 2 to the photodiode 660 nm (PD2), using the cable #2 (plastic fiber), the ST-ST adapter and the HP-ST connector
• connect a voltmeter (or the DC oscilloscope) to TP24, where the voltage generated by the detector is measured. Consider that the measured voltage is proportional to the current supplied by the photodiode.
• now move the fiber from the LED 2 (660 nm) to the LED 1 (820 nm), remove the jumper J12b and connect the jumper J13b
• measure the new voltage at the output of the detector (TP24)

RESULT:–

• In the case when PD1 is connected with LED 2 the detected voltage is lower, because PD1 reaches its maximum sensitivity at 820nm
• In the case when PD2 is connected with LED 1 the detected voltage is lower (actually it coincides with the voltage measured without optical signal), because the photodiode PD2 reaches its maximum sensitivity at 660 nm and the attenuation of the fiber is higher at 820 nm than at 660 nm.

Therefore it can be concluded that that photodiode PD1 reaches its maximum sensitivity at 660 nm and PD2 at 820 nm.
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OBJECT:–

To check the transmission characteristic of LED & laser source.

EQUIPMENT:–

• Educational Panel
• Provided optical cables
• Oscilloscope

THEORY:–

Why do we prefer LED source for low data rate and analog signals and laser source for digital high data rates?

Checking the channel transmission speed:

Both LED and LASER source are used with respective photodiode receivers, to consider the performance of the carrier out transmission channel in terms of speed.

• Use the following test generator :PLUSE 1,PULSE2 and DATA PATTERN, that are the three digital signal generators
• in particular:
  • PLUSE1: square-wave with adjustable duty cycle and frequency. When the duty cycle is minimum and frequency maximum, OUT 8 output provides a square-wave over 60Mb/s
  • PLUSE 2:square wave with fixed frequency and duty cycle of the 50% The OUT 9 output provides a square-wave of 2Kb/s
  • DATA PATTERN: digital signal that can be selected 0,1, 0/1 4x0/4x1 , in the condition 0/1 (maximum bit rate )the OUT 10 output provides a square wave of 256 kb/s
850nm LED

- Use the DIGITAL DRIVER and LED SOURCE 1 sections
- Set the AN/DIG switch to DIG
- Connect the jumper between TP14 and ground.
- connect the F.O OUT 1 output to the F.O IN 1 input with an optical cable “4”
- set both AN/DIG switches to DIG
- With a BNC-BNC co-axial cable, connect the OUT 9 output of the PLUSE 2 to the IN 2 input of the DIGITAL DRIVER 1.
- Connect the oscilloscope to Out 2 of the DIGITAL RECEIVER 1 and check that the signal is properly received.
- Change the test generator PLUSE 2 with DATA PATTERN and check that the signal is properly received.
- Change the test generator DATA PATTERN with PLUSE 1 and check that the signal is properly received. When the frequency is adjusted to the maximum and the duty-cycle to the minimum the characteristic of the received signal worsen because the channel does not allow so high speeds.

1310nm LASER

- use the section composing the TX 3
- connect the F.O OUT 3 output to the F.O IN 3 input with an optical cable “4”
- set the ON switch to LASER ON
- with a BNC –BNC coaxial, connect the OUT 9 output of the PLUSE 2 to the IN 4 input of TX 3
- Connect the oscilloscope to OUT 4 of RX 3 and check that the signal is not properly received: the channel does not allow the transmission of digital signal with low bit rates.
- change the test generator PLUSE 2 with the DATA PATTERN and check that the signal is properly received now: the channel enables the transmission of a signal with this bit rate (256kb/s)
- Change the test generator DATA PATTERN with PLUSE 1 and check that the signal is still properly received. Besides when the frequencies is adjusted to the maximum and the duty cycle to the minimum and the duty cycle to the minimum, the characteristic of the received signal are highly better in the last case where the channel uses the LED source.
- Check that there are the same characteristic also with monomode fiber “5”that is used, in fact for high speed because it introduces very low modal dispersion.
OBSERVATION:-

850nm LED source and 1310nm LASER source:
Wave form at Out 2 and Out 4 in case of:

PULSE2

DATA PATTERN:

PLUSE1:

RESULT:-
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OBJECT: -

To carry out measurement on digital communication systems

EQUIPMENT: -

- Educational panel
- Tester
- Oscilloscope
- Optical power meter including the windows 1\textsuperscript{st}/2\textsuperscript{nd} 850/1310nm
- Provided optical cables

THEORY: -

Introduction to Digital Communication System

The Educational Panel contains three kinds of a digital communication system that are good for the transmission of TTL digital signals:

- 2 communication system with LED source, and
- 1 communication system with LASER source.

Both these communication system are based on the same operating principal: the light signal to be transmitted undergoes an ON/OFF modulation.

Obviously they have different characteristics and performance indicating a different use.

Digital transmitter with LED TX1 TX2 source:

TX1 and TX2 consists in two equal section

- DIGITAL DRIVER 1 (2) it constitutes the LED bias stage. There is a circuit that clip the TTL input signal and biased Led through the BIAS potentiometer,
- LED SOURCE 1 (2) it constitutes the stag containing the luminous source with out put os ST F.O OUT 1 (2) connector. A jumper on TP14 and 16 is present to carry out the bias current measurement.

Digital receivers with detector RX1 and RX2

RX1 and RX2 consists in two equal section

- PIN PD DETECTOR 1 (2) constitutes the reception stag containing the PIN optical photodiode detector, with input of ST F.O IN 1 (2) connector. The photo detector current out put is amplified by a trans impedance pre-amplifier (mounted in the same container of the photodiode) that provides a voltage output proportional to the input current.
- DIGITAL RECEIVER 1 (2) constitutes the stag processing the signal of the last stag, in particular, there is a voltage limiter amplifier couples in a.c (operating on the switch threshold), a threshold comparator circuit providing a PECL signal (pseudo ECL)
straight and negated (to increase the switching speed) and a current converting the PECL signal into TTL levels (0/5 v) that are provided across the output.

**Digital transmitter with laser TX3 source**

TX3 consists in two sections

- **DIGITAL LASER DRIVER** constitutes the laser basing stag. There is the converter circuit from TTL level in PECL (straight and negated component), the modulator and bias circuit with ON switch,
- **LASER SOURCE** constitutes the stag containing the light source with ST F.O out 3 connector output. There is the photo diode of the APC for bias control.

**Digital receiver with avalanche detector RX3**

RX consists in two sections

- **AVALANCHE PD DETECTOR** constitutes the reception stag containing the avalanche photo diode optical detector, with ST F.O IN 3 connector Input. The Photodiode is biased with constant current to reduce the influence of temperature. The output is amplified and sent to the next voltage stage.
- **DIGITAL LASER RECEIVER** constitutes the stage processing the signal of the last stage, in particular there is a filter limiting the band of the output signal from the pre-amplifier, to limit the noise and so to increase the sensibility of the receiver. Then, there is a stage amplifying limiting and providing the signals to the separator stage with PECL output (straight and negated). At last, there is the converter stage of levels from the PECL to the TTL. Besides, there is a detection circuit for the input signal with signaling LED when the level is lower than the detection threshold.

**PROCEDURE:-**

**Pre-bias current of the LED**

- power the panel with the provide power supply use the DIGITAL DRIVER 1 and LED SOURCE 1 sections
- use the DIGITAL DRIVER 1 and LED SOURCE 1 section
- Disconnect any jumper between TP14 and ground and insert a tester configured as ammeter (range in mA)
- set the AN/DIG switch to DIG
- In this configuration, this 850 nm LED is used directly biased via the BIAS potentiometer.
- Adjust the BIAS potentiometer to the minimum
- In these conditions, there is no input signal (0v to IN2)
- Inside the receptacle, see that the LED, although being driven by a low level signal, is not completely off. Besides, the emitter intensity depends on the position of the BIAS potentiometer
- IN these conditions, there is pre-bias current even if the digital driving signal is to zero, so the LED is always lightly on.
- Check that, adjusting the BIAS potentiometer from the minimum to the maximum, the pre bias current changes from about 40 to 80 ma
- set the AN/Dig switch to AN
Now, check that the pre-biasing range is between 10mA to 80mA about, attesting that a higher range is necessary for the analog signal in respect to the digital signal operation.

**Emitted power regulation**
- Set the AN/DIG switch to DIG
- With a BNC-BNC coaxial cable, connect the OUT 10 output of the DATA PATTERN to the IN 2 input of the DIGITAL DRIVER 1
- Set the switches SW A to 0 and SW b to 1, so to drive the circuit with a signal fixed to +5V (logical Level 1)
- Via the fiber with identifier “4” (62.5/125) connect the source (F.O ‘OUT 1) to the optical power meter, and turn it on.
- On the meter, select the wave length of 850 nm and the reading in dBm
- Check that direct current I_f flowing across the LED depend on the BIAS potentiometer regulation and so does the maximum optical power emitted by the LED, too

**Wave form of the transmitted signal**
- Set the SW A switches to 1 and SW B to 0, so to drive the TTL circuit with a 0/1 alternated data signal
- Connect the oscilloscope to the test point of the IN 2 input and to TP13
- Check that in TP13 there is a voltage over the LED threshold (over the BIAS regulation
- With the power meter, check that the emitted power follows the same variation law, too

**Wave form of the received signal**
- Set up the circuit as in fig 1
- In this configuration the LED and the 850nm PIN photodiode are used
- Set the AN/DIG switch to DIG in the transmission section and to AN in the reception section
- Via the fiber with identifier “4” (62.5/125) connect the source (F.O OUT 1) to the F.O IN 1 input of the PIN photodiode detector
- Connect the oscilloscope to TP13 to TP17
- Check the Wave from of the transmitted and the received signal, i.e., of TP13 (voltage across the LED), TP17 (voltage detected together with the “photodiode + transimpedance amplifier unit”), OUT 3 (received TTL signal, TTL signal, after the reception AN/DIG switch is set to DIG).

Wave form:

……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

21
Use of different kind of fiber

- Remove, now the 62.5/125 fiber (cable “4”) and connect the 200/230 fiber (cable “3”)
- Turn the BIAS potentiometer completely rightward (maximum bias current)
- Examine the Wave-form in TP17
- The signal amplitude is null in respect to the last case, as detector receive a too high optical power and is in saturation. This is due to the fact that the power inserted into fiber by the source in higher with the 200/230 fiber (cable “3”) as this has a higher numerical opening although the 200/230 fiber has a higher attenuation than the 62.5/125 one, This is scarcely affecting due to the short cable length.
- Reducing the emitted optical power BIAS control or lightly setting the fiber further from the detector or the LED, you can see that the detected signal take the right, shapes beside the amplitudes is superior than that with the 62.5/125 fiber.
- Repeat the last measurement using the mono mode 9/125 fiber cable “5” The optical power at the fiber out put is very low, practically negligible due to the very small numerical opening mono mode fiber. for this reasons, the reception is impossible. There is only the BIAS voltage.
- Repeat the last measurement using the plastic fiber (cable”1” 1.5 m) The plastic fiber attenuation at 850nm is higher than the one of the glass fiber, and so the received signal (TP17) has smaller amplitude.
- change the 1.5m plastic fiber with the 5-m one (cable “2”) As the fiber is longer, the optical signal is attenuated more.

RESULT:-

...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................
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Figure 1
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OBJECT:-

To become familiar with different types of multiplexing techniques.

EQUIPMENT:-

- Educational Trainer Board.
- Cables

THEORY:-

Wavelength Division Multiplexing:

WDM enables the utilization of a significant portion of the available fiber bandwidth by allowing many independent signals to be transmitted simultaneously on one fiber, with each signal located at a different wavelength. Routing and detection of these signals can be accomplished independently, with the wavelength determining the communication path by acting as the signature address of the origin, destination or routing. Components are therefore required that are wavelength selective, allowing for the transmission, recovery, or routing of specific wavelengths.

In a simple WDM system, each laser must emit light at a different wavelength, with all the lasers light multiplexed together onto a single optical fiber. After being transmitted through a high-bandwidth optical fiber, the combined optical signals must be demultiplexed at the receiving end by distributing the total optical power to each output port and then requiring that each receiver selectively recover only one wavelength by using a tunable optical filter. Each laser is modulated at a given speed, and the total aggregate capacity being transmitted along the high-bandwidth fiber is the sum total of the bit rates of the individual lasers. An example of the system capacity enhancement is the situation in which ten 2.5-Gbps signals can be transmitted on one fiber, producing a system capacity of 25 Gbps. This wavelength-parallelism circumvents the problem of typical optoelectronic devices, which do not have bandwidths exceeding a few gigahertz unless they are exotic and expensive. The speed requirements for the individual optoelectronic components are, therefore, relaxed, even though a significant amount of total fiber bandwidth is still being utilized.

Subcarrier Multiplexing

Another method conceptually related to WDM is subcarrier multiplexing (SCM). Instead of directly modulating a ~terahertz optical carrier wave with ~100s Mbps baseband data, the baseband data are impressed on a ~ gigahertz subcarrier wave that is subsequently impressed on the THz optical carrier. Figure 3 illustrates the situation in which each channel is located at a different subcarrier frequency, thereby occupying a different portion of the spectrum surrounding the optical carrier. SCM is similar to commercial radio, in which many stations are placed at different RF (Radio Frequency) such that a radio receiver can tune its filter to the appropriate subcarrier RF. The multiplexing and demultiplexing of the SCM channels is accomplished electronically, not optically. The obvious advantage of cost-conscious users is that several channels can share the same expensive optical components; electrical components are typically less expensive than optical ones. Just as with TDM, SCM is limited in maximum subcarrier frequencies and data rates by the available bandwidth of the electrical and optical components.
Therefore, SCM must be used in conjunction with WDM if we want to utilize any significant fraction of the fiber bandwidth, but it can be used effectively for lower-speed, lower-cost multiuser systems.

**OBSERVATION:**

Compare the SCM and WDM schemes used in the trainer and state in what circumstances you prefer each.

---

**RESULT:**

---
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OBJECT:-
To carry out an audio + video communication system consisting of: audio and video source; audio video multiplexer and de-multiplexer; analog transmitter and receive on optical fiber; loud speaker

EQUIPMENT:-
- Educational panel
- Oscilloscope
- Tester
- provided optical cables

THEORY:-
The optical fiber transmission system used in this experiment is suitable for analog communication it’s frequency response range from 50Hz to 6MHz about, and so it is proper for video signal transmission. The electrical signal linearly modulated in intensity the optical power emitted by the source. in this case we speak of Intensity Modulation (IM)
The analog signal is applied to an amplifier via a.c coupling, that eliminates the continuous component. The transmission LED is biased in the central zone of the characteristics “out put optical power/driving current “, and is then driven by the amplified analog signal. This changes the driving current is continuum, and consequently a modulation will be obtained with intensity equal to the optical power emitted by the LED
The reception optical detector consists in a PIN photodiode. The photodiode current output is amplified by a Trans impedance amplifier, providing a voltage output. Next amplifier stages adjust the amplitude of the received signal.
To carry out a complete video + audio communication system there are a video signal generator, an audio generator, an audio + video multiplexer, an audio + video de-multiplexer, and audio amplifier on the panel.
The audio +video multiplex is carried out by adding the video to the audio sub carrier that is 5.5-MHz carrier frequency modulated by the audio signal.

PROCEDURE:-
- power the panel with the provided power supply
- Use the AUDIO/VIDEO section of MODULATORS.

VIDEO
- with a BNC-BNC cable, connect OUT 7 output of the VIDEO generator to the VIDEO IN input
- Turn ON all switches SW-1-2-3 and the command of the FM MOD
- Connect the oscilloscope to the input and examine the video signal with the range of gray Waveform

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….
...
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• Change SW-1-2-3 and see how the bar signal changes

**AUDIO**
• See the signal across TP11, a sine signal with amplitude of about 100mVpp and frequency of about 5.5 MHz; it is the sub carrier frequency of the FM modulator used to transmit the audio signal overlaid to the video

**BASE BAND**
• Note when the signal in BB OUT activates or note the FM MOD; there is the video signal with the audio sub carrier at 5.5 MHz overlaid

**AUDIO VIDEO TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION**
• Use the ANALOG Driver and LED source 1
• Set the AN/DIG switch to AN
• Remove the jumper from TP14 and ground and connect an AM meter in between.
• Adjust the bias potentiometer to obtain a current of 60mA
• Reinsert the jumper.
• With a BNC-BNC coaxial cable connect the AUDIO OUT 6 to the AUDIO in 2 of the AUDIO/VIDEO MODULATOR
• With a BNC-BNC cable, connect OUT 7 output of the VIDEO generator to the VIDEO IN input of the AUDIO/VIDEO MODULATOR
• With a BNC-BNC coaxial cable connect the BB OUT of the AUDIO/VIDEO MODULATOR to the IN1 input of the analog driver.
• Observe the Wave form at the input of analog driver

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………

• With the optical fiber #4 connect the source F.O out 1 to F O IN1 of the PIN photodiode detector
• Set The AN/DIG switch to AN in the receiver side too
• With a BNC-BNC coaxial cable connect the OUT 1 of the analog receiver to BB IN of the AUDIO/VIDEO DEMODULATOR
• With a BNC-BNC coaxial cable connect the AUDIO OUT 2 to the AUDIO IN of the speaker 2
• With a BNC-BNC coaxial cable connect the VIDEO OUT to the VIDEO IN input of the color TV monitor and turn the power on of the TV
• Adjust the level of BB OUT by level 2 to get 1Vpp
• Observe the received signal at TP 17,AUDIO OUT , VIDEO OUT..
Wave Forms:
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………

**RESULT:-**

……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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OBJECT:-

To carry out an optical Multiplexing of AUDIO/VIDEO /DATA communication system.

EQUIPMENT:-

- Educational panel
- Oscilloscope
- Provided optical cables

THEORY:-

OPTICAL MULTIPLEXING

- The optical multiplexing rises from the need to transfer more optical information, even of different coding and bit-rate properties, on the same transmission mean: the optical fiber from this there is the need of a higher efficiency on the use of the available mean, that is possible with an optical signal of different optical length into the same fiber

WDM CHARACTERISTIC

- The used technique is known as WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) and the typical characteristic are:
  - Use of the band at low attenuation 1200-1600nm
  - Capacity to carry some tens of Gb/s of the signal WDM channel
  - Number of channels multiplexed in the order of hundreds.
- The component used in this technique are the WDM, as seen in the last chapter that are passive component in our educational panel, WDM are used at the two channel 850 and 1310nm.

DWDM CHARACTERISTIC

- The most recent technology applied to optical cables is known as DWDM (Dense Wavelength Multiplexing) inside a single fiber the light generally travel decomposed into different “colors” i.e different wave length these are the three frequency ranges called also windows
- The DWDM is a particular fiber different from the one we are used to conceive, where even thousands of windows are possible it is covered by a very thin layer of material with different reflection indexes to prevent interferences and in a second time many are packed to create an optical cable.
- The DWDM technology enables to send up to 80 different signals to a signal optical cable, each characterized by a different wave length. The DWDM so, are ideal solution to create high speed infrastructure: they case besides the transmission of multimedia signal (i.e audio visual contents) and enable the access to internet at very high speed.
- The first standard that have been defined and used by the manufacturers to carry out DWDM include 8 channel, but actually they pass to 16,32 and 40 channels.
DATA TRANSMISSION:

For data transmission the data is encoded using BI phase Mark and BI phase space and Manchester coding these coding are illustrated in fig 3

PROCEDURE:-

- power the panel with the provided power supply
- use the sections:
- TEST GENERATOR AUDIO, VIDEO, DATA PATTERN MODULATOR: AUDIO/VIDEO
- DEMODULATOR: AUDIO/VIDEO
- DATA PROCESSING: DATA CODING 1(2)
- OPTICAL DEVICES: ANALOG DRIVER, DIGITAL LASER DRIVER, LED SOURCE 1, LASER SOURCE, AVALANCHE PD DETECTOR, DIGITAL LASER RECEIVER, PIN PD DETECTOR 1, ANALOG RECEIVER
- CABLE COMPONENT: WDM 1(2)
- carry out the wiring a in fig 1 (operation diagram as in fig 2 a)
- check the proper operation of the DATA transmission with the oscilloscope and AUDIO/VIDEO/DATA information
- Try to slowly disconnect a fiber of a secondary connection and check the loss of the single concerned information
- carry out a wiring to invert the transmission direction to a single source letting the position of the other unaltered (operation diagram as in fig 2 b)

OBSERVATIONS:-

Observed waveform at Video IN, Audio IN, BB OUT, TX IN 1, TX OUT 1, RX IN 2, RX OUT 2, BB IN, AUDIO OUT 2, VIDEO OUT 2 are as follows:
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RESULT:-

Multiplexed audio/Video and digital data are received correctly using WDM couplers but the strength of the signal is weak as the system includes a 300 m long cable.
Figure 1
Figure 2

Figure 3
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